
Tech Time: 

Online Tools for Alternative Assessment 

The Writing Program is interested in many methods of alternative assessment. This session will be in two 

parts:  

First, we will spend some time discussing methods for online assessment and sharing 

experiences of what has been successful and why. Some online assessment tools include:  

 CMS, including Blackboard, Sakai, Learning Studio, Moodle, more 

 Google Docs (discussion of collaborative writing and assessment) 

 Wikis and websites 

 Email systems (discussion of organizing large amounts of student work turned in via email) 

 Survey systems (like SurveyMonkey) 

 Alternative uses of traditional software (Word) 

Further, in what kinds of specific contexts might these tools be especially helpful?  

 If we are trying to especially encourage process over product for a particular class, which tools 

listed above might be most useful?  

 If we are trying to overcome technophobia in a particular class, how can we use online 

assessments to mediate that without paralyzing students with fear?  

 If we are working to meet students where they already are technologically in a particular class, 

what might be a good starting point for assessment?  

 Why is it valuable to know about these systems, especially if they are not available to us here? 

Second, we will theorize how we might use online tools for new, alternative assessment 

styles. Which tools work best for which types of assessment?  

 If we are engaging in peer grading, what sorts of tools lend themselves to this?  

 If we are working in a self-grading model, how can we use online tools to have students 

demonstrate learning as they assess themselves?  

 If we are giving grades in groups or as an entire class, what sorts of online assessment tools are 

useful for ensuring responsibility and engagement?  

 

Finally, a brief reminder about FERPA … Student grades are private information, and we do have to be 

careful about putting grades online. Assessment and grades, however, are distinguishable and can provide 

us with space to use online means for learning.  

 


